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School:
Teacher Candidate:
Observer Name &
Role:
Title of Lesson:

Shangrila High School
Ima Star

Date:

11/5/xx

John Dewey

Class:

Biology

CT

OSL

US

Organizations of cells

Well-constructed lesson plan for:
SDAIE
Bilingual
Material ready
Efficient Routines
Unit and placement of lesson in the unit:

First lesson of unit on cell biology

California Standards for the Teaching Profession
1. Engaging and Supporting All Students in
Learning
2. Creating and Maintaining Effective
Environments for Student Learning
3. Understanding and Organizing Subject
Matter for Student Learning
4. Planning Instruction and Designing Learning
Experience for All Students
5. Assessing Student Learning
6. Developing as a Professional Educator

What I saw:
*Started observation at 10:20 (start of class). Ima Star greeted students at the door
as they entered.
*She reminded students to drop off their homework in the homework bin and to
begin the warm-up on the overhead projector. Took attendance and stamped
homework while students completed warm-up.
*Asked two students who were finished with the warm-up to return the homework.
*Ima pulled a student name from cards she had shuffled. Asked student to explain what she wrote for the first warm-up problem. Asked class what they thought of
the answer—complete? Accurate? What could they add? Two students added ideas.
*Continued calling on students and posing questions to the larger class for the 4 warm-up problems.
*Asked students to get into groups of 4 and to take their homework and their books. Once class was rearranged, Ima asked groups to spend the next 10 minutes
reviewing the homework and sharing what they had. The goal was to make sure everyone agreed on what was written. Could use the book as a reference. Ima
circulated around the room to monitor student work. Asked probing questions of particular groups/students who seemed stuck. Didn’t give answers.
* Ima called for students’ attention and, after some time, chose random people from groups to discuss specific homework questions. Students were again asked
for input about accuracy, est. Didn’t review all homework questions individually.
* Asked one member of each group to be a supplies person and to retrieve markers & butcher paper. Asked other group members to pick a role: reporter,
reference person, task master. All write.
* Once group roles were chosen and supplies were picked up, Ima called for students’ attention and gave them instructions on how to use their homework to create
a visual depiction of the parts of a cell. Every part had to be labeled. Students began working; Ima circulated to help and monitor.
*Ended observation at 11:20.

March 2017

Questions

Kudos

*What were you hoping to accomplish by
starting with the warm-up questions you used?
Did they connect in some way with the
homework or the larger focus of the period?

• Students clearly connect with you—it was evident by the
friendly comments they made as they walked into class.

* What could you have done to re-gain the
attention of the small group in the back corner
who was repeatedly uninvolved and distracted
during whole class question/answer sessions?

• You establish clear roles for members of the groups as they
engaged in the creation of their visual.

Suggestions

Concerns

• Have a grouping strategy so the process of getting into
groups of 4 doesn’t take so long (and to avoid all friends
working together and getting distracted).

None

• You have efficient routines for accomplishing tasks
(attendance, homework, passing back papers, calling on
Students)

• You monitor the room well, always tuned in to what the groups
are doing, ready to ask prompting questions, and making sure
you have a physical presence in all areas of the room.

• Give groups a 2 minute warning so they can begin to wind
down and it is easier to bring their attention back to you.
• Be sure to give time for students to ask questions about
the project before you send them off to work.
• Give a time frame for completing the group visual so there
is a sense of urgency.

Teacher candidate’s goal for next observation:
1. To prepare a system for grouping students more efficiently and for giving time
parameters.
2. To make a clear link between the warm-up exercise and the day’s lesson.
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